
WATER Class Handout –
Water Is "The Liquid of Life" — Have Copious Amounts of Safe Clean Water, or Suffer in Just Hours

• A Self-Reliant Family is the Key to a Future Without Fear
• You Will Either Make Provisions for the Future, or Become a Victim

-
1. S________________(Spiritual) - There is much more to you than meets the eye

2. A________________(Attitude) - Will determine if you live or die when things are really bad

3. K________________(Knowledge) - Is how you get the right attitude plus the things you need

4. S________________(Stuff) - Important, but the other three must come first

-
1. A________________(Authority) - The Right to Act is Accepted from One Who Has the Power to Grant It

2. R________________(Responsibility) - Accepting the Assignment to Act Within the Bounds of Granted Authority

3. A________________(Accountability) - The Just and Appropriate "Rewards" for Actions Taken (Not Taken)

-
1. F________________(Foundation) -

2. C________________(Clothing) -

3. W________________(Water) -

4. S________________(Sanitation) -

5. N________________(Nutrition) -

6. S________________(Shelter) -

7. W________________(Wellness) -

8. T________________(Tools) -

9. S________________(Supplies) -

-
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A Thumbnail Sketch of the Multi-Hour Five-Part Water Class 
Series 3106 "The Liquid of Life"                      by Jim Phillips

Water "The Liquid of Life" that is so common and has been so 
available that most people think little about it.

 The Nine Core Modules Getting your head around all the things you need to: LEARN, 
DO & HAVE (maximize the value of your time and money)

Unchanging Principles

Personal Portable Shelter

The Liquid of Life

The Hidden Disaster

Eat and Drink for Health

Water enables all body and inter-cellular function, all chemical and electrical activities and 
processes; it also carries and flushes toxins and waste from each cell and body system.

Water is the foundation of all life on earth.

The Law of Provident Living

Maintaining proper hydration is critical for physical and mental performance.

This is How It Works, Whether You Like it or Not.

This is the Foundation (Principle) Law for Life.            
All that Follows Flows from this Principle. 

 The Law of Stewardship

There's Value To Coming Inside

Vitality of Body, Mind, and Spirit

To Repair, Maintain, and Create

Used, Consumed, and Replenished

Dehydration is very stressful and dangerous, especially in emergency and survival situations.
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1. Understand and Avoid the Leading Cause of Death on Earth
2. Adequately	  Fulfill	  the	  Need	  to	  Store	  Water — How & How Much

3. Beware of Deadly Marketing Traps

4. Know the Different Kinds of Dangerous Contaminants

5. The Vital Steps of Pretreatment

6. All the Ways to Make Contaminated Water Safe

7. The Advantages and Disadvantages of Ways to Purify Water

8. How to Select the Best Method for Each Situation

9. What Filter Manufacturers Don’t Tell You

10. Locating and Harvesting Hidden Water

11. Important Water Strategies for Grid-Down Living

The Truth About Life: There is no doubt that tomorrow will come, and there is no dispute that things 
happen, but how you are prepared to meet tomorrow will make all the difference in the world.
If you are prepared for the worst, then no matter what happens, it will be an adventure. Jim Phillips
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When things really break down, it will be up to you.  Rescue may not be on the way, your actions 
and preparation now will determine your outcome.  After all, it's about your stewardships.

Municipalities go to great depth, distance, and expense to start the process with relatively clean 
water, which may then be processed through six stages consisting of 16 or more distinct steps in 
order to make sure that they reliably deliver safe water.

You cannot skip any of these, and you have to get it 
right for as long as necessary 

 Issues

In developed countries (like the USA) safe clean water has been a way of life for decades.

 •   www.JimsWay.com   •  Questions — JimsWayWorx@gmail.com  •

Gratefully, in the U.S., we have little experience with widespread breakdowns of safe water 
delivery.  However, this means that most people are not prepared to deal with a breakdown.

The people of Haiti were better prepared than our people are.  Should the U.S. have a "Haiti" 
level of event, disease and death from unsanitary water will be worse for us than it is for them!

Details in Water Class 3105

Details in Water 
Class 3101

Failure to address issues will cause results you do not 
want.  Preparation will determine your future outcome.

Without an abundant supply of safe water, suffering comes quickly and death can follow soon. 

Water is necessary in three vital areas: Consumption, Sanitation, Food Production (plants & animals).

For emergency water you must: (1) Store plenty of potable water, (2) Know where and how to 
find more, (3) Be 100% sure that you know how to purify the worst kind of raw water, (4) Keep 
yourself and your surroundings clean and sanitary.

Details in Water Class 3102

Details in Water Class 
3103 and 3104

During disasters, normal and critical services are not available due to loss of a functioning 
infrastructure, loss of support and operations personnel, loss of power, water, communications, 
transportation, fuels, or delivery of needed equipment, supplies, and parts, etc.

Making safe water from highly contaminated water is considerably more challenging than the 
preparedness industry will usually lead you to believe.

 Areas You Must Address


